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CO-FOUNDERS LETTER
When Outpost was founded 7 years ago Kat and I set out
on a mission of supporting our Armed Forces Community
who not only needed support but more so to reach those
who were isolated from support or fell through the gap.
The key areas of support have not changed over the
years as we believe these are two area in which our
Armed Forces Community benefits the most being
Necessities support and Veterans Camp. From ensuring
we continue to understand what our beneficiaries need
we have begun implementing new programs of support
and access to local activities for Veterans to socialise
regularly and locally geographically to each individual.
This new support system should be up and running in the
coming months.
2020 was for Outpost like many, a difficult year. With the
outbreak of Covid 19 Outpost was impacted on its
operations and service delivery however due to the due
diligence of the charity trustees, quick response and swift
actions Outpost excelled in adapting and changing
delivery methods and operational procedures to ensure
that support reached those who needed it.
Members of the Armed Forces Community experienced
difficulties not only with Covid although this was the
predominant nature of requests due to loss or reduction
of employment, longer response times for benefit claims
etc but also with the mental health aspect of coping with
the drastic changes required to remain in line with
government guidance.

organisations makes coming forward for support much
easier and simpler in obtaining the right support for our
beneficiaries.
As always, our dedicated trustee board of trustees and
volunteers have helped to deliver another fantastic year
of Outpost Charity’s support within the Armed Forces
Community.
Finally, we have always stood by our beneficiaries and
their families and will continue to do so for as long as is
required and we are determined to do this for as long as
we can. We depend financially on the generosity of grant
funders and the public and our supporters and out so our
heartfelt thanks go to them without this support Outpost
would not be able to provide the support we do.
On behalf of Kat and myself would like to thank everyone
who over the past year who has supported, volunteered,
donated for their support. It means a lot to us to see that
our vision has come to fruition and it’s the amazing
Outpost team who have made it happen.
Thank you all so much

C. Burns
CARL BURNS – CO-FOUNDER
VETERAN – ROYAL ENGINEERS

We as always pride ourselves on delivering our services
on an individualized basis, efficiently and monitoring of
cases enables us to ensure those we support receive the
support they need exactly when they need it. There is no
waiting for weeks, multiple forms to complete,
assessments and evaluations, our processes for support is
simple, fast and responsive meaning those who apply and
are eligible could see support delivered within a matter
of hours. If a person is not eligible, we endeavour to
assist with signposting, guidance and information
ensuring the applicant has the knowledge to move
forward for alternative support.
We were delighted to once again be able to work
alongside several organisations including Poppyscotland,
ASAP and Glasgow’s Helping Heroes who have likeminded aims which enable a more comprehensive
support system to be delivered to our beneficiaries.
Working in collaboration with other charities and
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
For the past year I have had the great pleasure of chairing
the Board of Trustees and have done so with willingness,
optimism and drive. Throughout my time as Chairman
Outpost has grown, adapted and overcome many
challenges more so with Covid, the board have guided
the charity from strength to strength and dealt with
everything thrown at them to ensure the charity thrives
through the pandemic and beyond. This was done with
determination and a passion for the support of our
Armed Forces.
I expect this will continue and Outpost will as always
continue to provide the support so desperately needed
by so many in the fast and effective manner it has always
done.
The Board of Trustees and Volunteer have made some
great achievements this year and we celebrate this
success, these include:
Charity Excellence Quality Mark:
Once again Outpost achieved the standard Quality Mark
from Charity Excellence, this demonstrates to supporters
and donors our continuing commitment to maximizing
impact, delivery, value-for-money and also that we have
the necessary quality systems in place. It will also give
confidence that key quality and safety systems are
operating well.

further support for the charity by way of donations,
through promotion. Recycling has again been hugely
successful, recycling thousands of items and 342kg of kilo
ware which generated a substantial amount of £9,506. As
well as this the charity retained again over 200 items that
were new and are or will be distributed to Armed Forces
Families in need through our support, in addition to this
we have been able utilise a wide range of items within
the charity and for the Veterans Camps. The local and
wider community have been actively involved and very
supportive and we thank them all for their continued
support.
Every year we see a rise in the demand for our services
and within Armed Forces community and we expect the
coming year to be no difference. We as a charity are
ready and here for those who need us and will be for
many years to come.
On a final note, I would like to say that at the end of this
year I will be stepping down as Chairman but will remain
as a Trustee. This decision was not made lightly but I feel
that my skills are best utilised in other areas of the
charity in conjunction with my role as trustee.
Thank you to everyone with whom I have worked with
this year, for welcoming me in my new role and being
amazing people for all that you do.
I would like to wish the new Chair whoever they maybe
the best of luck and every success in the year ahead and
here’s hoping for another amazing year at Outpost.

Scottish Fundraising Standards Panel:
Outpost continues its commitment to abide and operate
by the fundraising guarantee through Scottish
Fundraising Standards Panel. By making this commitment
we have increased perception and confidence of the
general public, companies, funders and other donors. It
helps us make a positive statement about Outpost’s
values, culture and practices with regards to fundraising.

Thank You

R Toole
RICHARD TOOLE
VETERAN – SCOTS DRAGOONS GUARDS

Armed Forces Corporate Covenant: In February 2020 we
were delighted to be awarded £70,000 over 2 years from
the Armed Forces Corporate Covenant Fund Trust’s,
Positive Pathways to support the Veterans Camp. Due to
Covid the use of this grant was postponed alongside the
operation of the Veterans Camp for 12 months however
we look forward to getting back up and running soon.
We have again over the past year utilised our recycling
program which for this year has been the primary
fundraising income throughout COVID. Not only were we
able to generate funds but we were able to obtain
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REFERENCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Information
Charity Name
Outpost Highlands SCIO
Other names Charity is known by
Outpost Charity
Charity Number
SC044790
Address
Lael View, Loch Broom, Ullapool, Ross-Shire, IV23 2RS

The board of Trustees will individually and collectively
seek to build strong links with the Armed Forces
community and organisations to help further the support
we provide.
The trustees assess the risks to which the charity is
exposed, and are satisfied that systems are in place to
mitigate exposure to the major risks.
Outpost is also supported by several official volunteers
who assist with support, programs, promotion, activities
and events.
All volunteers are invited to meetings throughout the
year to assist the board with ideas, progression and
development.

Charity Objects
Outpost Charity is established for charitable purposes
only, and in particular, the objects are:

Structure Governance & Management
Constitution
Outpost is recognised as a Scottish Charitable
Incorporated Organisation with effect from 04 April 2014
and is governed in accordance with a constitution. It has
a single tier structure and as such the trustees are the
only members of the charity.
Recruitment & Appointment of Trustees
The Trustees are those appointed on the incorporation of
the SCIO and new trustees who have been appointed by
the existing trustees.
Appointment and removal are in accordance with the
Constitution which requires that appointment is
approved by majority agreement of the existing trustees
and removal of any trustee by the majority agreement of
the others.
As per the Constitution, there must be a minimum of
three trustees and no more than seven at any one point.
Management
The trustees are responsible for the strategic direction
and governance of the charity and the trustees also
support day to day running of the charity's activities and
are actively involved in promotion.

To provide relief from suffering and hardship for men or
women who are or have at any time served with any
branch of the British Army, Royal Navy and Royal Air
Force (Regular or Reserve); Merchant Navy (served in
conflict) and their families, hereinafter referred to as
“Armed Forces Community”; who are in need by reason
of; age, ill-health, disability, financial hardship, social
circumstance or other disadvantage with the object of
improving the conditions of life.
We achieve this by providing:
The provision and organisation of; recreational facilities
and activities.
Constructing, advancing and maintaining facilities and
provisions by way of repair, improvements or
preservation for and by Armed Forces Community
members.
The provision of household and mobility necessities,
goods or services
Advancement of education of the public in subjects of;
military life for servicemen/women and their families;
raising awareness of the needs of Armed Forces
Community by school talks, campaigns, information,
internet/media and training.
The outcomes of our support can provide significant,
positive change in a variety of ways including but not
limited to; relieving social isolation and exclusion;
improving mental and physical health and well-being;
improving employment prospects and alleviating financial
difficulties.
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TRUSTEES

MEET THE BOARD

The Trustees have overall control of a charity and are
responsible for making sure it’s doing what it was set up
to do. They are the people who lead Outpost and decide
how it is run. Our Trustees use their skills and experience
to support the charity, helping to achieve its aims.
Trustees also make sure that the charity complies with its
governing document; make balanced and adequately
informed decisions, thinking about the long term as well
as the short term.
They always act in good faith and only in the interests of
the charity and all trustees remain jointly responsible for
the charity funds, its governance and as a whole.

CARL B URNS
CHAIRMAN

NICHOLAS DAWSON
VICE-CHAIRMAN

KAT HINDLE
SECRETARY/
TREASURER

RICHARD TOOLE
TRUSTEE

Trustees also often learn new skills during their time on
the board and being a Trustee can be very fulfilling.
Trustees are the people who lead the charity and being a
trustee means making decisions that will impact on
people’s lives.

1. Ensure Outpost Charity is carrying out its purposes for
the public benefit
Make sure that the charity is carrying out the purposes
for which it is set up, and no other purpose.
2. Comply with Outpost Charity’s governing document
and the law
Complies with governing document and charity law
requirements and other laws that apply to the charity
3. Act in Outpost Charity’s best interests
Avoid putting yourself in a position where your duty
conflicts with personal interests, make informed
decisions
4. Manage Outpost Charity’s resources responsibly
Act responsibly, reasonably and honestly "duty of
prudence". Prudence is about exercising sound
judgement.
5. Act with reasonable care and skill
Making use of your skills and experience and taking
appropriate advice when necessary
6. Ensure Outpost Charity is accountable
Comply with statutory accounting and reporting
requirements
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HIGHLAND HIKE PATRONS

Picture Approved by Runrig

RUNRIG
Runrig became supporters of our 57 Mile walk way back
when the very first walk took place in 2013 and having
discussed the role of Patron they accepted.
Picture Credit: Kat Hindle

CHRISTIAN AROUND BRITAIN

They kindly donated some signed items for the auction
which were perfect for the day.

Christian is a wonderful and humble man. He will help
and support anyone who needs it. He is an ex-infantry
soldier, who found himself in a rut after leaving the army.

Runrig originates from Scotland, and are amazing
musicians who have been producing music for over 4
decades.

In 2011 he decided that he wanted to walk the British
coastline to raise awareness of Homeless ex-servicemen
and women by sleeping rough whilst on his travels, and
receiving donations to support Help for Heroes.

It only seemed right to have Patrons affiliated with the
Highlands who support the military and we are honoured
they are our Patrons.

Kat, Carl and the family all met Christian in October 2013
and spent a weekend together and realized what an
inspiration he was.
Christian completed his walk in 2014 raising over
£220,000. Christian’s story provided motivation for us all.
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Outpost Charity provides support for any person who has
served a minimum of one day in any branch of the British
Army, Royal Navy and Royal Air Force (Regular or
Reserve); Merchant Navy (served in conflict) and their
families - referred to as “Armed Forces Community”;
We aim to provide relief from suffering and hardship for
men or women of our Armed Forces Community who are
in need by reason of age, ill-health, disability, financial
hardship, social circumstance or other disadvantage with
the object of improving their conditions of life.

WHAT WE DO
Necessities Support
Necessities support is the provision of
household necessities, equipment and supplies
for serving personnel, veterans and their families who are
experiencing financial difficulties.
Our support is fast and effective ensuring support
reaches those who need it quickly. Support can be
provided with items such as, but not limited to; food,
utilities, clothing, appliances, travel etc
Necessity support acts as a bridging system whilst further
support or finances are secured and a financial balance is
achieved.

Veterans Camp
The Veterans Camp Program is a multi-activity outdoor
experience for Veterans. The camps can last from 1
day to a 5-day residential. The 2 elements of the program
are; Full Program and Single Camps. The main camps are
held in April, July, October and January and local activities
are randomly booked to suit the availability of Veterans.
The camps are held in several locations throughout the
Highlands of Scotland however each location offers
fantastic scenery, peace and tranquillity and an overall
unique experience with locale and activities.
Camps are a structured and tailored program of support
using a combination of nature, wilderness and adventure
therapy concepts which provide opportunities to improve
mental health, well-being, physical health and social
circumstance.
The benefits of attending camps are limitless, here are
just some of the benefits; being able to relax, be yourself,
take part in new and exciting activities, build a network of
friends and be part of a team, learn new skills, experience
the wild highlands and so much more.
The camp is a safe environment to interact directly with
other veterans, get stuck into some awesome activities
and have some good old fashion fun. A friendly and nonjudgemental approach is guaranteed, our volunteers and
instructors will ensure you have a positive, exciting
and unforgettable experience.
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WHAT WE DO – CONT’D
Events and Activities
Providing opportunities and activities that encourages
and motivates integration, and socialization. Attendance
can assist in providing a network of like-minded people
who can support each other on a long-term basis. Sadly,
with COVID in play, we have had to reduce the number of
activities and events we have taken part in, however
prior to COVID our avid fundraisers took to the streets to
raise vital funding to support our work.

Signposting & Referrals
When Outpost Charity is unable to provide support or
feels involvement from external agencies are required to
enhance the support being provided, we will signpost or
make referrals to other accredited organisations.
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FACTS AND STATISTICS
Being based in Scotland our initial estimations were that
the majority of beneficiaries would reside in Scotland and
this year has been just that. Last year we aimed to reach
more beneficiaries in other part so of the UK and this we
achieved. Next year we hope to push our reach further.

96% of support provided equivalates to the number of
Veterans who have come forward for support (up 3% on
last year) and the remaining 4% of beneficiaries were the
direct dependants of a serviceperson or Veteran.

4%

96%

The majority of our beneficiaries again this year have
been male, we believe this is due to the fact that on
average the percentage of men serving in the Armed
Forces is significantly higher than women.

Military Personnel

Veteran

Direct Dependant

Organisation

Of the 5 service areas below, Army veterans have so far
been our highest service supported and Royal Navy the
second-highest.

2%
13%
15%

6%

79%

85%

Male

Female

Unspecified

Army

Royal Air Force

Royal Navy

Family Members

Organisations
Approx. only 11% of our Armed Forces are female
Source: MOD Biannual Diversity Statistics 2021
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The Area of Need as shown below is statistics of
individual reasons for need of support. At 28% Covid was
the main reason for need of support next to which was
Family Relationship Breakdowns at 17%.

The Support Received is how Outpost supported the
individual, family or organisation. From the chart below
its clear that the majority of our beneficiaries with 61%
have received necessity support whether that be food,
household appliances or clothing etc. Then at 22% it is
those who attend Veteran Camp prior to Covid.

22%

0%

16%

61%

0% 1%
0%
Events (Participating/Supporting)
Supplies & Necessities
Mobility Equipment
Veterans Camp
Financial Support (LEIC)
Donations of Funds/Goods
This graph show the actual support received within
necessities with Food, Supplies and Clthing being the
most requested at 68%.

3%

The Area of Support is the category in which a beneficiary
falls for support being Emotional, Social or Practical. From
the graph below its clear with 98% that practical support
is the most demanded service.

3% 0%

26%

68%

Food, Supplies & Clothing
Utilities & Bills inc Mobile Top Up
Household Goods & Appliances
Travel & Transport / Housemoves
Mobility
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FINANCES AT A GLANCE
WHERE OUR FUNDS COME FROM
Most of our Income comes from our fundraising activities and then donations and Gift Aid from you, our
supporters and the general public. Other income comes from grants received which were applied for and utilized
for specific projects, programs and equipment.

3%

11%

Donations
10%
49%

Gift Aid & Gasds
Fundraising
Other Trading Activities

27%

Grants

WHERE FUNDS GO
This chart shows the pence spent in every pound we
receive and the area in which the funds were utilized.
These percentages will continually change.
Chart based on accounts 2020-2021

3%

0%

1% is the equivalent to 1p as such last year we utilised
94p in every pound received on direct support to our
beneficiaries, 3p in the pound was used to generate
income through fundraising and the other 3p was
Governance costs such as accountancy.

3%
Fundraising
Charitable Activity
Governance
Sundry

94%
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ANNUAL INCOME & EXPENDITURE

Income & Expenditure

Income

£70,000.00

£50,000.00

£39,070.00
£35,903.00

£40,000.00
£30,000.00
£20,000.00

Expenditure

£56,089.00

£60,000.00

£26,323.00
£21,708.00
£20,413.00
£19,447.00

£22,175.00

£10,000.00
£0.00
£50,000
£45,000
£40,000
£35,000
£30,000
£25,000
£20,000
£15,000
£10,000
£5,000
£0

Unrestricted - Income & Expenditure
Income
Expenditure

£21,591
£16,495 £16,228

£18,836 £20,089 £18,680 £18,237

£22,708

Restricted - Income & Expenditure
£50,000
£45,000
£40,000
£35,000
£30,000
£25,000
£20,000
£15,000
£10,000
£5,000
£0

Income
Expenditure

£36,000

£17,666£16,362
£2,952 £4,185
1

£4,732

£2,781

2

£3,495
3

4

Annual Accounts 2020-2021

Statement of Receipts and Payments
For the year ended 5th April 2021
Receipts
Income

Notes

Donations
Gift Aid & Gasds
Fundraising
Other Trading Activities
Grants

4
5
6

Total Income

Unrestricted
Funds
4,024
1,171
3,536
9,506
-

Restricted
Funds
17,666

Total
2021
4,024
1,171
3,536
9,506
17,666

2020
3,456
2,967
10,327
4,089
35,250

17,666

35,903

56,089

15,539
823
-

1,200
36,705
1,176
-

2,152
19,133

18,237

Expenditure
Fundraising
Charitable Activity
Govenance Cost
Sundry Expenses

7
8&9

1,200
21,166
353
-

-

854

36

Total Payments

22,719

16,362

39,081

22,175

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year
Transfer between Funds
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year

-4,482

1,304

-3,178

33,914

-

-

-

-

-4,482

1,304

-3,178

33,914

Restricted Income

Unrestricted Income
Donations
Fundraising
Grants

Gift Aid & Gasds
Other Trading Activities

Donations
Fundraising
Grants

Gift Aid & Gasds
Other Trading Activities

£0
£0
£0

£4,024

£9,506

£1,171
£3,536

£17,666

£0

Statement of Balances
For the year ended 5th April 2021

Reconciliation
Surplus/Deficit
Total Funds Brought Forward
Total Funds Carried Forward

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

Total
2021

Total
2020

-4,471
8,946
4,475

1,304
35,334
36,638

-3,167
44,280
41,113

33,914
10,366
44,280

41,079
34
41,113

44,257
23
44,280

Bank & Cash Balances
Bank Account
Cash In Hand Including Petty Cash
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Notes to the Account
For the year ended 5th April 2020
1. Basis of Accounting
These accounts have been prepared on the Receipts and Payments basis in accordance with the Charities & Trustee Investment
(Scotland) Act 2005 and the Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended).
2. Nature and purpose of funds
Unrestricted funds are those that may be used at the discretion of the Trustees in furtherance of the objects of the charity.
Restricted funds may only be used for specified purpose which arises from donors or if the funds raised, are for a specific
purpose.
3. Related Party Transactions
No trustees were in receipt of remuneration or expenses paid on their behalf from the charity during the current or previous
year. One trustee was reimbursed out of pocket expenses during the year of 2021:£579 (2020 – Two trustees £1,501)

Note 4. Fundraising Income
Fundraising
Activities

Total

Note 5. Other Trading Activities
Sale of Donated Goods

Total

Note 6. Grants
Robertson Trust - Wee Grants
Armed Forces Covenant Fund Trust
Foundation
Scotland
Tesco Bags of Help Scheme
Tesco Bags of Help - Covid
Fund
Communities Recovery Fund
Foyle Foundation

Total

Note 7. Cost of Fundraising
Events
Fundraising
Activities
Equipment & Maintenance
Promotion
Volunteer Out of Pocket Expenses

Total

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

Total
2021

Total
2020

3,536

-

3,536

10,327

3,536

-

3,536

10,327

-

Total
2021
9,506

Total
2020
4,089

-

9,506

4,089

-

Total
2021
-

Total
2020
2,000
33,250

Unrestricted
Funds
9,506

Restricted
Funds

9,506

Unrestricted
Funds
-

Restricted
Funds

-

5,000

5,000
1,166

-

1,166

-

1,000
7,000
3,500

1,000
7,000
3,500

-

-

17,666

17,666

35,250

-

Total
2021
-

Total
2020
40

715
42
443

-

715
42
443

665
21
530
896

1,200

-

1,200

2,152

Unrestricted
Funds
-

Restricted
Funds

-
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Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

Total

Note 8. Cost of Charitable
Activities
Principle Activities
Insurance
Awareness Promotion
Administration & Operations
Volunteer Costs
Training

Funds
18,825
150
2,035
145
-

Funds
13,052
1,026
749
712

2021
31,877
1,026
150
2,784
145
712

2020
15,979
1,026
707
830
591
-

Total

21,155

15,539

36,694

19,133

NB: Principle activities include direct support, programs, donations and charitable equipment used for support

9. Positive Pathways Grant
Armed Forces Covenant Fund Trust

Total

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds
-

Total
2021
-

Total
2020
-

-

-

-
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RECYCLING INFORMATION

Our recycling program has grown significantly over the
past year with more amazing people coming forward to
donate items.
Our supporters are UK wide who send items to us by post
when able and for our supporters in areas where we have
volunteers who collect items directly and this service has
proven to be fantastic.
Recycling has generated thousands of pounds and we
have recycled thousands upon thousands of items.

We were able to retain items for use in our Veterans
Camp Program, in our general operations and many items
that were new were retained were distributed to our
beneficiaries who are in need financially i.e at Christmas.
We would like to say a massive thank you to everyone
who has donated so far and should you wish to donate
items please take a look at our website or please feel free
to get in touch and we will be delighted to have a chat.

FEEDBACK

OUTPOST CHARITY
LAEL VIEW, LOCH BROOM, ULLAPOOL
IV23 2RS
TEL: 01854 655 314
EMAIL: INFO@OUTPOSTCHARITY.ORG
WWW.OUTPOSTCHARITY.ORG

Feedback is important to us and we appreciate the time
and effort you take to let us know about any experiences
you have be it good or bad. Complaints, comments,
compliments and all feedback provide valuable
information and can help Outpost improve.

By giving you the opportunity to make a complaint, leave
a comment or giving feedback it allows us to identify
where supporters aren’t happy and gives us an
opportunity to put things right.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT THE WEBSITE.

REGULATORY INFORMATION
Outpost Highlands SCIO is a Scottish Charitable
Incorporated Organisation
Commonly known as "Outpost Charity"
Registered under Charity No: SC044790
We are authorised and regulated by OSCR
(Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator)

OUTPOSTCHARITY

@OUTPOSTCHARITY
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OUTPOST CHARITY
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